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Slumdog Seminary 
e had it too good; it was a palace of bamboo, but a palace still; seven 
happy bamboo years; paid on a rent of bamboo of sorts. A good soldier 

of Christ must be poor, so the enemy does not have a grip on his soul. 

 I’ve been told that big stone buildings will be for the time of the triumph 
of the Immaculate Heart of Mary; and for the moment, we will first rebuild a 
larger chapel on the upper portion, where Fr. Suelo is buried and where the 
mortal remains of Br. Michael shall be transferred. Indeed the former chapel 
was getting too small for the big occasions, the Offices of Holy Week in partic-
ular. The best of the upper solid structure will be our residence in the mean-
time. It was always a source of embarrassment because the contractor put the 
wrong mix of cement, so I can’t trust the pillars to support a building there… 
but there we are now, and our walls are mostly made of salvaged roof elements. 
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• The Fury of Odette 

nfortunately, I was away from Cebu when she struck, but Fr. June-Mark 
was there to face the elements. Even in Camiguin, 150 kms away from 

the eye of the Supertyphoon, half of the trees went down, and power could not 
be restored within a month. 

 17 persons were present when the winds began to blow more than a 
normal typhoon after sunset. They had taken refuge in the upper unfinished 
building, but they felt extremely cold. As the rooflet of the statue of Our Lady 
of Lourdes (1) collapsed, Fr. June-Mark 
rushed to save the Blessed Sacrament, 
while the others saved Our Lady of 
Fatima, the Santo Niño and a few 
sacristy items. Then the guest house 
was smashed… salvaging items from 
the big tower became very difficult, as 
the tower started to swing and rock, 
then after 9 PM the chapel and its 
belltower went down, followed by the 
kitchen. Faithfuls, numbering 17, took 
refuge in the concrete, two storeys high, base of the big tower. The worry was 
to succumb to hypothermia, such being the coldness and speed of the wind. 
Shortly after they entered the basement, (with only small openings), the main 
tower collapsed. The sound of the wind was the same as a jet blast, and from 
11 PM to 4 AM, they really wondered how long the ordeal would last. 

 Then in the morning, the wind abated rapidly. As they came out the 
devastation was comprehensive: all houses in the valley roofless, road to the 
city cut for many days, all big trees down, etc. 

 Thankfully the rice reserve was put in the tower, and canned food was 
scavenged around the kitchen area, where Empoy, our beloved cat, the 
Seminary Rector (I’m only his deputy) was found dead of hypothermia. He 
was faithful to the end to our kitchen. The goats all survived, same as the 
turkeys; yet we did not need to eat them, as the chickens made themselves 
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available. No one starved, no one died, the farm fulfilled its purpose, and 
mysteriously the expensively-built concrete base of the tower saved 17 
precious lives. And thus ended 2021, our year of physical tribulations. 

 

• What now? 

nly the upper concrete structure, and the lower tower base remain; 
(Fr. Picot’s guest house was also destroyed). I never liked that structure, 

because the quality of the concrete mix is so horrific. But, there we are, it still 
stands, and the many roof elements (some of them, like the top roof of the 
main tower, found their way across the valley, with permission) provided 
quick wall. Br. Louis rebuilt quickly the goats’ and chickens’ and turkeys’ shed. 
The base of the big tower has intact toilets and showers, and our power 
generator and solar system are still intact. The mountain water is still 
delicious, etc… so here we are, classes were still able to resume, the seminary 
will continue there, on much poorer terms, at least until decent living quarters 
can be built. Right now all efforts are spent on building a chapel on the upper 
side, right where Fr. Suelo’s tomb is located. So many trees have fallen, and all 
local bamboos are destroyed, hence the solution is to buy a chainsaw and pay 
the locals to get the right to carve the beams of the new chapel. It shall be twice 
as big as the previous one to accommodate the growth of faithfuls in Cebu. 

 All this is the doing of Fr. June-Mark, from the first breath of Odette, to 
the last beam of the new chapel. 

 Our Cebu faithfuls also suffered a lot, as the water, electricity was cut and 
the food supply became irregular. Cebu is particularly hot, and many families 
use fridges and need fans at least at night. 

 The good thing is that smartphones went dead for a month, and many 
children, as a consequence, went back to a normal life… so my wish expressed 
in the last issue, was fulfilled but only for a month. Authorities were very keen 
to restore power and it took two months to put power on in our valley of 
Pamutan. Deform Western music came back; let us pray that when China 
attacks, they will use electromagnetic shockwaves to silence mind-enslaving 
contraptions. But I have my doubts, China is a kingdom of slaves. 
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 Our Church in Maasin was also destroyed, but only in its bamboo 
component (we do not have permission to build a solid church); but the lower 
concrete structures held perfectly and we can still say the Mass. A smaller, 
more resistant chapel shall be built. 

 

• World WeHadItComing War III 

nd we had it coming for a long long time; as the Russian tanks were 
expected as far back as the 1970’s. My opinion on this war is that at last, 

the scepter of power is going to be at last transferred away from Judeo-
Masonry and that in the process, punishment will visit the whole corrupted 
West, which has become truly an empire of lies; a dangerous communist 
dystopia that has made “all nations drink with the wine of its fornication”, 
such being the filth of its complete moral wreckage. 

 As it is now, the West is lost and blind. All attempts to resuscitate it and 
enlighten it have failed, and the more God delayed, the more they sinned and 
led others to sin. 

 Russia, on the contrary; after suffering all the consequences of 
communist ideology, and spreading it (just like the West is spreading its own 
rot today); Russia shows at least a belief in the natural order of Creation; and 
is not very communist… (Even its own remaining communists, led by 
Zhirinovski, are dead set against communist COVID restrictions and “vaccine” 
mandates in Russia.) 

 In its blindness, the West keep on provoking Russia (and other nations 
allied to it); each time Putin says in advance that Russia will respond and each 
time the response is duly landed. Putin doesn’t bluff; and his motto becomes 
better known: “If a fight is coming at you anyways, better strike first.” 

 I think the prophecies are right; they will not get it until the Russian tanks 
are in Paris, or until the nukes NATO calls “Satan” explode over Manhattan. 

 So far, the Russians have reconquered most of the territory claimed and 
settled by Catherine the Great; but it has cost them a bit, and the poor 
Ukrainians a lot more. We must pity the Ukrainians (not that Ukraine is much 
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of a historical entity, outside of the Polish-Lithuanian commonwealth), who 
are actually brethren of the Russians themselves. 

 This war did not need to happen; hence, the Russians will be keen to 
punish the criminal West… by its own, mysterious, masochist arrogance. For, 
each time they level “sanctions” on a nation that powers their economies by 
its resources, they aggravate the existing misery of their dysfunctional, 
socialistic, Ponzo-Capitalist system. 

 My wish and my prayer is for this Big Elephant to collapse at last… the 
time has come, because we are about to be completely chained up by this Great 
Communist Reset. The Russians call us communist; and they may turn out to 
be the trigger that will bring down the “Empire of Lies”. They know how 
devoted to Satan our leaders are; and how the systematic destruction of the 
natural order is putting an end to a civilization they used to share with us. 

 For now the Russians are winning 
this long fratricidal war, at great expense 
and with a significant number of casual-
ties. The same goes with the Economic 
War; Russia is taking some damage, but 
its foes are suffering a lot more, let alone 
the innocent starving Africans. 

 So one can estimate that this war 
will escalate, as we still do not see any 
end of the pride and demonic folly of the 
West; while the Bear is getting poked 
and angrier: just one example, the 
Russian M.o.D. says 2,000 Kalibr 
missiles have been fired, 10,000 remain 
in reserve, and factories are churning 
them out at maximal speed. 

 One can only pity the brave Ukrainian soldiers and civilians… and their 
suffering is just the beginning of God’s own Reset of His creation. 
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• Malaysia joins the Resistance 

or the moment, it is a group of 70 souls, endowed with a beautiful chapel 
in Kuala Lumpur. As the years went by, they saw the gradual erosion of 

the doctrinal stance of the SSPX, with some acceleration in recent years. 

 Had the SSPX used a better form of persuasion; I mean, abstain from 
Sacramental blackmail; kept the status quo with the lay committee 
controlling the grounds; refrained from expelling souls on flimsy charges and 
refrained from allying itself with the “Una Voce” movement and the local 
diocese; that same SSPX would have kept these good people. 

 I hope to God it is the same with many other groups of the SSPX 
worldwide. They see the change and the doctrinal slide of the SSPX; yet they 
don’t have the chance, like our beloved Malaysians, to have that critical factor 
to provoke an effective and official joining with the Resistance. 

 One must also admit that (1) we do not have yet enough priests to take 
over all the better groups of the SSPX (SSPX liberal faithful are invited to stay 
in the SSPX); (2) we are very busy conquering groups of souls from the Novus 
Ordo. 

 I think the trend will continue, especially with the “Vigano Effect”, and 
for the first time after Fr. Picot, a western priest, Fr. Paul Morgan, came to help. 

 

• ... while the movement gains traction everywhere. 

here are about 48 priests in Europe, and by far they do not belong to the 
same entity. The Dominicans of Avrille are the biggest entity, followed by 

the SAJM of Bishop Faure, the group of Fr. Pivert (six priests), the group of Fr. 
Ballini. Elsewhere, priests work together, like Frs. Stobniki and Michal in 
Poland and the rest of them is independent, like Fr. Pfeiler, Fr. Brühwiler for 
the German world. I recall Fr. Ribas in Spain and Fr. Gallagher in Portugal. 

 If you combine these persevering priests with Archbishop Vigano, it is 
plain to see that Pope Francis can make a longer and longer face. If he uses 
violence against traditionalists, there is now a circle of friends ready to accept 
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refugees outside of any collaboration with that enterprise of destruction 
called the Novus Ordo Church. 

 A time will come when the rotten and heretical portion of the official 
Church will fall off; while Tradition will be reinstated at the official controls of 
the visible Catholic Church. 

 Then Russia will 
be properly consecra-
ted, effecting her 
conversion and 
splendid triumph. 

 In my opinion 
the key error of 
Francis in his con-
secration attempt, 
was to leave out the 
conversion of Russia 
in favor of the 
utilitarian purpose of 
stopping the war. 

 That is why instead of the Russian steak ordered by Our Lady, Francis has 
concocted a worldo Russo-Ukrainian stew. He pushed the insolence by saying 
beforehand that it was “no magic” and all we can say after three months, that 
the war just got worse. 

 My advice to him could be thus: 

 “Your Holiness, if your two peace doves for Ukraine got killed instantly seven 
years ago; if your hands did not see the blood of St. Gennaro liquefy; if your 
‘consecration’ only saw the war worsen; don’t make it bad: convert or retire and 
pray for a successor worthy of the Office.” 

 What are we but nothing? “Have pity on me Lord, because I am nothing,” 
says the Psalm. 
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 In Cebu, our last seminarian may return to his parents, much to my 
chagrin… so we may end up not even as a “Slumdog Seminary” but as 
slumdogs pure and simple. 

 We are still back to square one, for all we try, as innumerable souls fall 
into everlasting hell; yet what have not God created out of nothing? 

 He knows the time when His conditions are met, to make all things anew. 

(Fr. François Chazal, MCSPX) 
 

Marian Corps of St. Pius X (MCSPX) 

Who are we? 
 A group of Catholic priests formed in May ~ June 2012 under the patronage of 
the Blessed Virgin Mary to fight modernism and immorality within the Catholic 
Church. We are affiliated to the Catholic Resistance Movement. 

What do we do? 
 We warn the Catholics about the false teachings and the scandals from so 
many priests and bishops. We promote fidelity of the Catholic Tradition to the 
teaching of the Faith, to the laws of the Church and to Liturgy. We celebrate the 
Mass in Latin according to the Traditional Rite. We train young men to be priests 
at the Hearts of Jesus and Mary Seminary (address: Dam-an, Pamutan, Cebu City, 
Philippines 6000) offering them the traditional formation to priesthood. We work 
in collaboration with other priests of the Catholic Resistance worldwide and in 
the Philippines with some Carmelites, faithful to Tradition. 

Contact us for more information: 
E-mail : MarianCorpsInformation@gmail.com 
Facebook : www.facebook.com/MarianCorpsOfSt.PiusX 
Tel. : +63 9991680637 
Messenger : olhcccebu.mcspx 


